Introduction
Diabetes Mellitus is considered to be caused by the secretion of insulin and the role of defects caused by chronic high blood sugar with carbohydrates, metabolic disabled of fat and protein chronic disease characterized. Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus, which is called non-insulin-dependent Diabetes Mellitus as well, dues to insulin resistance with relatively lack of insulin secretion, and Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus, which has the characteristic of adult lesion, slow process, light degree, is not together with lesion of β cells and holds most of all the numbers of Diabetes Mellitus patients [1] . It is counted that the number of global patients with Diabetes Mellitus was only 30 million in 1985 which increased to 135 million in 10 years, and it reached 171 million in 2000. Even it is forecasted to overwhelming 300 million before 2025. The so large number and quicker increasing speed shows the importance of research on Diabetes Mellitus.
We find defects of Apriori Algorithm in researching on mining association rules of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus risk factors. First, Apriori Algorithm has to used to scan the database once when generate a frequent item set each time. And second, when generating k candidate item sets from (k-1) frequent item sets, it will product many candidate item sets which is unnecessary later and have a long time in data mining of risk factors and a low work efficiency. We propose a modified Frequent Pattern Tree Algorithm to analyze the risk factors of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus with the characteristic of large data and variable [2] .
Structuring the Mining Rules

Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm
Frequent Pattern Tree Algorithm is a kind of basic method without candidate item sets. The improved process and developed tree form is called Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm. Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm bases on Divide and Conquer: we first compress the original data of database into one Frequent Pattern Tree, and keep the association information. Then we divide the database by conditions, and each frequent item is connected with one condition [3] .
The Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm can be divided into two parts: structuring the tree form based on original database and recurrently mining in the tree. The first step equals the one which produces candidate item set L 1 in Apriori Algorithm. This step of Frequent Pattern Growth structures the basic tree form and is the main step which is called the first scanning of database. Next we scan the database again using the frequent item of database to structure the tree form to find out nodal points and add them into the tree form orderly. In the second step, we find some short patterns met the conditions by recurrently searching, and get long frequent patterns by connecting the short patterns with suffixes. In classic Apriori Algorithm, it is defined of connecting that: The connection step: we connect the L k-1 item set with the candidate item set C k to find L k . We assume l 1 and l 2 are the item sets of item set L k , so we can define l i [j] as the jth item, then we do the connection. The connection demands l 1 and l 2 from L k can be connected, and if (l 1 
are the connection result item sets. Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm has the same method that we connect the short patterns with the suffixes to find out the frequent item sets under a certain condition. However, differently from the classic algorithm, we search the conditional frequent item sets instead of scaning the database each time based on the Frequent Pattern Tree structured in first step. Usually the conditional frequent item sets are much smaller than database, and in this way we can save much searching memory and improve the efficiency of algorithm [4, 5, 6] .
We collect more than 30 thousand course notes of disease and health records of patients with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus from the information department of one tertiary referral hospital in Lanzhou, and mine the data to find risk factors of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus. We choose 15 risk factors: gender, age, education level, body mass index (BMI), waist hip ratio (WHR), personality, trauma history, drinking, tea, smoking, sleep, exercise, income level, occupation, meals on time.
The data is operated in this way: we change the chosen 15 risk factors into 44 attribute values, and the more than 30 thousand data who have 44 attribute each one make the process large and complex if we use the classic Apriori Algorithm and it costs a lot I/O switches and time as well. So we try to use Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm [7] .
Realization of the Improved Frequent Pattern Tree Algorithm
We improved the Frequent Pattern Tree Algorithm based on the tree form from original database, then mine frequent patterns in Frequent Pattern Tree to improve into Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm. Frequent Pattern Tree is a kind of constringent data structure includes 3 parts.
First, the tree includes a null, a prefix subtree item as a child of null, a frequent item header table. Second, each nodal point of the item prefix subtree structures by 3 parts: item name, count, node link. They orderly express the name of item of nodal point, the number of objects in the trajectory by the end of nodal point, nodal points which have the same name guiding the Frequent Pattern Tree. Third, each item is structured by two areas in frequent item header table: item name and nodal point head. Nodal point head guides to all the first nodal points which have the same item name.
Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm can be realized in this way: Input: Database D, the minimum support threshold defined as min_sup which is set as actually required.
Output: Frequent Pattern Tree. 
Conclusions
We use C The 1st figure shows the relation of operating time and the number of records. We can see that the improvement of Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm to the efficiency is not very obvious when the number of records is small, and even has a lower efficiency than classic algorithm. However, the efficiency of Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm increases into much higher level of efficiency as the number of records increasing. The reason is that the Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm need scan the database twice and then rank the item orderly under the same condition and same minimum support degree. These two steps cost more time than the classic algorithm. In other word, when creating candidate item sets L 1 and L 2 , and even the database only has frequent item sets L 1 and L 2 , the classic algorithm gets the much higher efficiency. We can get the method that Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm fits to analyze and operate much larger and more complex data. In the same way we can see in figure 2 , by the increasing of support degree, the efficiency of Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm is getting lower compared with the classic Apriori Algorithm. Because both two algorithm create less frequent item sets when the support degree gets bigger. At the same time, it costs more time when the Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm structures the tree form than the classic algorithm. However, we define support degree in a low level actually which is about 0.2, then we can see from the figure Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm has the much higher efficiency than the classic algorithm, besides the value of support degree shows the complex level of a database. So we keep the value low to find risk factors of Diabetes Mellitus as many as possible. At the same time, the so large and complex data increase the superiority very much.
We can get the information from figure 3 and figure 4: men with drinking is a very dangerous factor, and women with high BMI and WHR have a very high risk to get Diabetes Mellitus. Besides exercise with reduce the risk obviously. The result is similar with the one from classic Apriori Algorithm, and with a very high efficiency as well. Apriori Algorithm iori Algorithm P-tree Algorithm 180
